A biosensor assay for studying ligand-membrane receptor interactions: Binding of antibodies and HIV-1 Env to chemokine receptors
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The HIV envelope (Env) protein mediates entry into cells by binding CD4 and an appropriate coreceptor, which triggers structural changes in Env that lead to fusion between the viral and cellular membranes. The major HIV-1 coreceptors are the seven transmembrane domain chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4. The type of coreceptor used by a virus strain is an important determinant of viral tropism and pathogenesis, and virus-receptor interactions can be therapeutic targets. However, Env proteins from many virus strains interact with CXCR4 and CCR5 with low affinity such that direct study of this important interaction is difficult if not impossible using standard cell-surface binding techniques. We have developed an approach that makes it possible to study ligand binding to membrane proteins, including Env–coreceptor interactions, using an optical biosensor. CCR5, CXCR4, and other membrane proteins were incorporated into retrovirus particles, which were purified and attached to the biosensor surface. Binding of conformationally sensitive antibodies as well as Env to these receptors was readily detected. The equilibrium dissociation constant for the interaction between an Env derived from the prototype HIV-1 strain IIIB for CXCR4 was approximately 500 nM, explaining the difficulty in measuring this interaction using standard equilibrium binding techniques. Retroviral pseudotypes represent easily produced, membrane proteins, including Env–coreceptor interactions, using standard cell-surface binding techniques. We have developed an approach that makes it possible to study ligand binding to membrane proteins, including Env–coreceptor interactions, using an optical biosensor. CCR5, CXCR4, and other membrane proteins were incorporated into retrovirus particles, which were purified and attached to the biosensor surface. Binding of conformationally sensitive antibodies as well as Env to these receptors was readily detected. The equilibrium dissociation constant for the interaction between an Env derived from the prototype HIV-1 strain IIIB for CXCR4 was approximately 500 nM, explaining the difficulty in measuring this interaction using standard equilibrium binding techniques. Retroviral pseudotypes represent easily produced, stable, homogenous structures that can be used to present a wide array of single and multiple membrane-spanning proteins in a native lipid environment for biosensor studies, thus avoiding the need for detergent solubilization, purification, and reconstitution. The approach should have general applicability and can be used to correlate Env–receptor binding constants to viral tropism and pathogenesis.

Ligand interactions with membrane proteins are responsible for a multitude of cell adhesion, signaling, and regulatory events. This diversity of functions makes membrane proteins, such as seven transmembrane domain (7TM) receptors, important drug targets. Proteins that span the membrane multiple times present a unique set of challenges for ligand binding studies because they require a lipid environment to maintain native structure. Whereas detergent conditions can occasionally be found that allow native structure to be maintained in solution, this is an empirical and frequently time-consuming process. As a result, ligand binding studies involving 7TM and many other membrane proteins typically involve using whole cells or vesicles derived from cell membranes, where the protein of interest is a minor component. Interactions between the HIV-1 envelope (Env) protein and its receptors underscore both the strengths and weaknesses of cell-surface binding assays. HIV-1 Env mediates virus entry by sequentially binding to CD4 and a coreceptor, with these interactions triggering conformational changes in Env that lead to membrane fusion (1). R5 virus strains that are responsible for virus transmission use the 7TM chemokine receptor CCR5 in conjunction with CD4 to enter cells, X4 virus strains that tend to evolve years after infection use the related CXCR4 receptor, and intermediate dual-tropic R5X4 virus strains can use both receptors. Binding of the soluble gp120 subunit of Env to CD4 is readily detected, and gp120 proteins from some R5 virus strains bind to CCR5 with high affinity (2, 3). However, direct binding of X4 gp120 proteins to CXCR4 has been difficult to measure, as has binding of R5X4 gp120 proteins to either CXCR4 or CCR5 (4–6). Interactions between Env and alternative coreceptors such as CCR3 and STRL33 also cannot be measured using standard binding techniques (5). As virus–receptor interactions can be the targets of neutralizing antibodies and small molecule inhibitors (reviewed in ref. 1), improved assays to measure these binding events are needed.

An approach that in principle would make it possible to monitor low affinity but functionally important Env–coreceptor interactions would be to use optical biosensors, a class of analytical instruments that detect interactions between molecules in real-time. The most commonly used optical biosensors (Biacore, Uppsala, Sweden) are based on surface plasmon resonance, which measures changes in refractive index at the sensor surface (7, 8). With this technique, one protein is tethered to the biosensor surface, and changes in refractive index that occur upon exposure to its binding partner are monitored. However, a general method for attaching intact membrane proteins to this instrument does not exist. In this paper, we describe the development of a novel technique to study ligand binding to both topologically simple and complex transmembrane proteins using the optical biosensor by presenting these proteins on the surface of retroviral particles. We found that a number of type I and 7TM domain chemokine receptors can be incorporated into virions, which can be easily purified and attached to the biosensor surface. Binding of antibodies and HIV-1 gp120 to these receptors exhibited appropriate specificity, and structural integrity of the receptors was maintained. The use of these retroviral pseudotypes in the optical biosensor eliminates the need to purify and reconstitute membrane proteins for ligand binding studies and provides a general experimental technique to characterize functionally important interactions with membrane proteins that would otherwise not be possible with standard equilibrium binding assays.

Materials and Methods

Proteins. HIV-1 HXBc2 and 8x gp120 were produced and purified by lectin chromatography (9). The anti-gp120 mAb 1b7 was provided by J. Robinson (Tulane University, New Orleans) (10).
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mAbs CTC8 and #549 to CCR5 and mAbs R&D #8 and R&D #16 were provided by M. Tsang (R & D Systems) (12). mAbs 4G10 and 7C11.1 to CXCR4 were a gift of C. Broder (Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Bethesda) (13), anti-CXCR4 mAb 12G5 was provided by J. Hoxie (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia) (14), and anti-CCR5 mAb 2D7 was from Research Diagnostics (Flanders, NJ). ALX40–4C, a specific peptide inhibitor of CXCR4, was provided by Allelix (Salt Lake City) (15). The murine antibody 9E10 was used for detection of the myc epitope (16). Chick collapsin-1 containing a histidine tail was purified via nickel column chromatography (17).

**Pseudotype Production, Purification, and Characterization.** Murine leukemia virus (MLV) pseudotypes were produced by calcium phosphate-mediated transfection of 293T cells in 225-cm² flasks with a 3:1 ratio of receptor plasmid to pCGP, which encodes the MLV gag and pol genes. Four hours posttransfection, fresh media supplemented with 10 mM n-butyrnic acid was added to increase protein expression. 48 h posttransfection, supernatant was harvested, and cell debris was removed by low speed centrifugation and 0.45 μm filtration. The supernatant was pelleted for 90 min in an SW28 rotor at 28,000 RPM through 20% sucrose/PBS and resuspended overnight in PBS. A second ultracentrifugation step through 20% sucrose/PBS was performed in an SW40 rotor at 40,000 RPM for 45 min, and the pellet was resuspended in 100 μl of 10 mM Hepes, pH 7.4. The pseudotypes were either stored at 4°C or aliquoted and frozen at −20°C. MLV pseudotypes were analyzed for the presence of MLV gag and pol genes. It was necessary to capture the virions to a derivatized gold surface. The most frequently used sensor chip (CM5) contains sensor surfaces available from Biacore, each with different surface properties. We used a standard coupling chemistry technique in which sensor surface carboxyl groups are activated by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (1 M) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.25 M) at 5 μl/min. Pseudotypes that had been mixed 1:1 with 0.1 M sodium acetate, pH 5.5, were injected manually until the desired level of response units (RU), usually between 2,000 and 6,000 RU, had been reached. Following attachment, the remaining sensor carboxyl groups were quenched with 35 μl of 1 M ethanolamine, pH 8.5, at 5 μl/min.

**Attachment of Pseudotypes to Biosensor Surfaces.** All attachments were performed in PBS running buffer using Bia2000 or BiaX optical biosensors (Biacore, Upplands, Sweden) at 25°C. Pseudotypes were attached to a gold surface derivatized with a carboxylated alkanethiol (Biacore C1 chip) or a short carboxylic matrix (Biacore F1 chip) following a 10-min activation step of surface carboxyl groups using a 1:1 mixture of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (1 M) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.25 M) at 5 μl/min. Pseudotypes were also also analyzed by equilibrium density gradient ultracentrifugation using a 15–45% sucrose gradient at 35,000 RPM for 16 h in a SW40 rotor. Particles were also examined by negative stain electron microscopy on carbon films after staining with uranyl acetate. Pseudotypes were attached to a gold surface derivatized with a carboxylated alkanethiol (Biacore C1 chip) or a short carboxylic matrix (Biacore F1 chip) following a 10-min activation step of surface carboxyl groups using a 1:1 mixture of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (1 M) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.25 M) at 5 μl/min. Pseudotypes were also also analyzed by equilibrium density gradient ultracentrifugation using a 15–45% sucrose gradient at 35,000 RPM for 16 h in a SW40 rotor. Particles were also examined by negative stain electron microscopy on carbon films after staining with uranyl acetate.

**Binding Experiments.** Binding experiments were performed in DMEM with 0.1% Pluronic F127 (Sigma) or PBS without surfactants at 30 μl/min and at 25°C unless otherwise noted. Importantly, every binding experiment performed included a reference surface containing an equivalent RU amount of MLV particles made with pCDNA3 or other receptor as a negative control. Analyte was removed following each binding interaction using duplicate 20-μl pulses of regeneration solution at 100 μl/min. Regeneration conditions varied for each ligand and analyte pair and were optimized empirically. It was necessary to capture the virions to a derivatized gold surface suitable for use in the optical biosensor. A number of sensor surfaces are available from Biacore, each with different surface properties. We used a standard coupling chemistry technique in which sensor surface carboxyl groups are activated by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (1 M) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.25 M) at 5 μl/min. Pseudotypes were also analyzed by equilibrium density gradient ultracentrifugation and analyzed for the presence of the viral core protein (gag) and the desired membrane protein. The MLV gag protein as indicated. (Fig. 1B) Fractions from an equilibrium density gradient containing MLV−CCR5 were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Western blot using antibodies to CCR5 (Upper) and MLV-gag (Lower). Densities of each fraction were indicated (in g/ml) and a CCR5 standard was run in the far right lane to control for expression.

**Results**

**Receptor Incorporation and Characterization of MLV Particles.** Retroviruses can nonspecifically incorporate cell-surface membrane proteins into their lipid envelope as they bud from the plasma membrane (19–21). To determine whether retroviral pseudotypes could be used to present membrane proteins in their native conformations for optical biosensor studies, we transiently coexpressed different transmembrane proteins with the structural proteins necessary to generate MLV particles in 293T cells. The media were collected, and virus particles were purified by ultracentrifugation and analyzed for the presence of the viral core protein (gag) and the desired membrane protein. The type I membrane protein CD4 and the 7T1 chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4 were incorporated into virus particles at readily detectable levels (Fig. 1A). The virus particles were judged pure by equilibrium gradient centrifugation (Fig. 1B) and negative stain electron microscopy, which revealed a homogenous population of vesicular structures with an average diameter of 105 ± 29 nm (data not shown).

**Immobilization of MLV Particles to Biosensor Surfaces.** To perform binding studies using the purified receptor-bearing MLV particles, it was necessary to capture the virions to a derivatized gold surface suitable for use in the optical biosensor. A number of sensor surfaces are available from Biacore, each with different surface properties. We used a standard coupling chemistry technique in which sensor surface carboxyl groups are activated by 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (1 M) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (0.25 M) at 5 μl/min. Pseudotypes were also analyzed by equilibrium density gradient ultracentrifugation and analyzed for the presence of the viral core protein (gag) and the desired membrane protein. The type I membrane protein CD4 and the 7T1 chemokine receptors CCR5 and CXCR4 were incorporated into virus particles at readily detectable levels (Fig. 1A). The virus particles were judged pure by equilibrium gradient centrifugation (Fig. 1B) and negative stain electron microscopy, which revealed a homogenous population of vesicular structures with an average diameter of 105 ± 29 nm (data not shown).
Because viral particles are likely to be negatively charged and surface plasmon resonance decays exponentially as a function of distance from the biosensor surface, we used a carboxymethylated surface that lacks a dextran matrix (Biacore C1 chip). We were able to reliably attach 4,000–6,000 RU of virus particles to the C1 chip but had difficulty obtaining robust attachment of MLV particles onto the CM5 surface. However, suitable attachment (4,000–6,000 RU) could be obtained on a sensor chip with a shorter dextran surface (Biacore F1 chip). We found that the optimal pH for attachment of the pseudotypes was 5.5 for all surfaces and receptors. Following attachment, reductions in baseline were not observed with time or repeated regeneration, indicating that the particles were irreversibly linked to the sensor surface.

**Antibody Binding Studies to MLV Particles Containing Chemokine Receptors.** Equivalent amounts of MLV particles containing CCR5 (MLV–CCR5), CXCR4 (MLV–CXCR4), or no receptor (MLV–pCDNA3) were attached to the biosensor surface, and binding of specific antibodies was measured. The anti-CXCR4 antibody 12G5, which recognizes a conformational epitope in CXCR4 (4, 23), bound to MLV–CXCR4 and did not bind to MLV–CCR5 or MLV–pCDNA3 (Fig. 2A). The anti-CCR5 antibody CTC8, which recognizes a linear epitope on the N terminus of CCR5 (12), bound to MLV–CCR5 and did not bind to MLV–pCDNA3 or MLV–CXCR4 (Fig. 2B). When PBS was washed across the sensor surface following injection of the antibodies, a typical dissociation curve was observed (arrows in Fig. 2A and B). Similar results were obtained with CCR5 mAbs #549 and 2D7 and CXCR4 mAbs 4G10, R&D#8, and R&D#16 to both linear and conformational epitopes (not shown). Mouse IgG and BSA showed minimal binding to any of the MLV particles on the F1 or C1 chips.

For retroviral pseudotypes to be successful vehicles for presenting membrane proteins on a biosensor surface, they have to withstand multiple regeneration cycles in which bound analytes are removed without damaging either the particles or the receptors they contain. In this way, multiple binding experiments can be performed with a single surface, a prerequisite for the accurate determination of binding constants. We found that a brief pulse with a regeneration mixture containing an equal proportion of pH5 and chaotropic solutions (18) efficiently removed 12G5 from MLV–CXCR4 particles, returning the signal to baseline (Fig. 2C, arrow). Regeneration pulses are indicated by bars. Instrument noise between the regeneration pulses is due to changes in flow rate and the injections of the regeneration buffer, which lead to immediate shifts in the signal baseline. The slower changes in signal reflect binding of proteins to the sensor surface. (A) Equivalent amounts of MLV–CCR5 and MLV–pCDNA3 were attached to a Biacore F1 chip, and the binding of 400 nM CTC8 or 800 nM 12G5 to MLV–CCR5 and MLV–pCDNA3 is shown. A single regeneration pulse (bar) was used to strip bound antibody. (B) The data from six sequential injections of 166 nM 12G5 to MLV–pCDNA3 and MLV–CXCR4 are overlayed. In all cases, and in all subsequent figures, the sensorgrams show subtracted data, in which the signal obtained from the control surface is subtracted from the signal obtained from the surface bearing receptor-positive particles. Binding was measured for 60 s. Regeneration conditions were similar to those used in A. (D) Subtracted data from the binding of 5 nM 12G5 to MLV–CXCR4 and MLV–pCDNA3 is shown in green. After regeneration, binding in the presence of the CXCR4 inhibitor ALX40–4C (at 4 µM) is shown in red, whereas binding of the antibody following washout of the inhibitor is shown in blue. (E) Subtracted data for serial injections of 111 nM 12G5 to MLV–CXCR4 and MLV–pCDNA3 at different flow rates are shown. Regeneration conditions were similar to those used in A. (F) Subtracted data from binding of serial dilutions of CTC8 to MLV–CCR5 and MLV–pCDNA3 are shown.
Binding Studies of HIV-1 gp120 to MLV Pseudotypes. Direct binding of X4 gp120 proteins to CXCR4 has been difficult to measure (4). In addition, although binding of gp120 subunits derived from R5X4 virus strains to CD4 can be easily detected, binding of these proteins to CCR5, CXCR4, or other coreceptors cannot, perhaps due to low affinity interactions (4–6). We reasoned that the real-time nature of the biosensor would make it possible to measure gp120–CXCR4 interactions more readily than traditional binding methods that rely on steady-state measurements. To simplify the binding interaction, we used a gp120 from a CD4-independent strain of HIV-1 termed 8x, which interacts directly with CXCR4 (9). Initial attempts to measure specific 8x gp120 binding to MLV–CXCR4 on a C1 chip in PBS running buffer were unsuccessful due to nonspecific binding associated with this highly glycosylated protein to the control surface. When the running buffer was changed from PBS to DMEM with 0.1% Pluronic F127, a surfactant previously shown to decrease the nonspecific binding of proteins to gold surfaces (25), we were able to observe specific binding of 8x to MLV–CXCR4 compared with MLV–pCDNA3 (Fig. 4A). Binding of 8x could be prevented by the 17b antibody, which binds to the coreceptor binding site in gp120 (11), confirming the specificity of this interaction (Fig. 4B). Similar results were obtained when binding studies were performed with 8x in PBS running buffer without Pluronic F127 on an F1 chip, which reduced, but did not completely eliminate, the nonspecific binding of Env (not shown). Regeneration conditions (pH 5/chaotropic solution) used to remove 12G5 and other anti-CXCR4 antibodies also proved to be successful for stripping gp120 from MLV–CXCR4 (Fig. 4A). Multiple binding and regeneration cycles of 8x indicated that there was approximately a 2% loss in subtracted signal with each Env binding interaction (not shown). This may be related to inactivation of CXCR4 conformations involved in Env binding or incomplete removal of Env from the sensor surface following regeneration. When dose-response experiments with 8x gp120 were performed (Fig. 4C), we calculated the equilibrium dissociation constant to be 506 ± 101 nM (from five independent experiments). The fast off-rate exhibited by 8x gp120 helps explain the difficulty we have experienced in measuring this interaction using standard equilibrium cell-surface binding assays, as all or most of the gp120 dissociates from CXCR4 by the time the washing steps are complete.
Finally, we were able to detect specific binding of a CD4-dependent gp120 from the HXB strain of HIV-1 to MLV–CXCR4, but only when soluble CD4 was included in the running buffer (not shown) so as to trigger the conformational changes in gp120 needed for coreceptor binding.

**Binding Studies with Other Membrane Proteins.** Having established retroviral pseudotyping as a way to study binding interactions with antibodies and HIV-1 gp120 with chemokine receptors using the optical biosensor, we determined whether binding to other membrane proteins could be measured with this technique. Neurupilin-1 (NP-1) is a member of a related group of type I membrane proteins involved in axonal guidance in the developing nervous system. A family of protein ligands, termed collapsins, binds to NP-1 receptors on axons and triggers axonal repulsion and redirection (26). After determining that NP-1 and a similar protein, plx-2, could be incorporated into MLV particles (Fig. 5A), we attached MLV–NP-1 to a biosensor surface and measured binding of collapsin-1. As shown in Fig. 5B, collapsin-1 specifically interacted with MLV–NP-1. These results indicate that a diverse group of membrane proteins can be incorporated and presented in MLV particles for binding studies in the optical biosensor.

**Discussion**

Optical biosensor technology can be used to study molecular interactions in real time, making it possible to accurately measure kinetic and equilibrium binding constants (7, 8). Whereas interactions between soluble molecules can be routinely measured, it has not been possible to present membrane proteins in their native, lipid environments on the sensor surface for a number of technical reasons. These problems can sometimes be circumvented by generating soluble ectodomain fragments of type I and type II integral membrane proteins, but proteins that span the membrane multiple times or that exist as multimeric complexes are not as easily manipulated. In principle, integral membrane proteins can be purified and reconstituted into artificial membranes that can be attached to the sensor surface. However, purification and reconstitution of membrane proteins is a laborious and empirically driven process, and thus far it has not been used successfully in an optical biosensor format with the exception of bacterial rhodopsin (27). As a result, entire classes of membrane proteins, such as seven transmembrane domain receptors, have not been studied using this technique. In the case of HIV, there are many instances in which standard equilibrium binding assays are not sufficiently sensitive to study in detail, or sometimes even detect, interactions between the viral Env protein and its 7TM coreceptors (4–6). Because HIV–coreceptor interactions are critically important determinants of viral tropism and pathogenesis, and because these receptors are important drug targets (1), this is a significant shortcoming. Therefore, we took advantage of the fact that retroviruses can incorporate cellular membrane proteins into their lipid envelopes during the process of budding from the cell surface. In effect, we have used retroviral pseudotypes as model membrane vesicles that, due to the presence of the viral core, are homogeneous in size, easily purified, and stable. In addition, incorporation of a membrane protein into a retrovirus avoids the need for detergent solubilization, purification, and reconstitution. Although not all cellular membrane proteins can be incorporated into retroviral envelopes, a significant number can, indicating that the approach described here should be broadly applicable.

A host of type I, type II, and multiple membrane-spanning cellular membrane proteins have been shown to be incorporated into retrovirus particles, including class I and class II MHC proteins, CD4, various ICAMs, a tetraspan protein (CD63), as well as multiple membrane-spanning proteins such as the murine cationic amino acid transporter, which functions as a receptor for the ecotropic murine leukemia virus (ref. 20 and references therein). For this approach to work in the optical biosensor format, the incorporated membrane proteins must retain their native conformation. Studies in which viral receptors are incorporated into retroviral particles, enabling these particles to infect cells expressing the cognate viral Env glycoproteins, demonstrate this. For example, incorporation of CD4 and either CCR5 or CXCR4 into virus particles enables these virions to infect cells expressing R5 or X4 HIV-1 Env proteins, respectively (28, 29). Because the determinants on CD4 and CCR5 recognized by the viral Env protein are conformationally complex (30), these results indicate that the pseudotyped receptors retain their native conformation. In addition, this shows that at least two different proteins can be incorporated into a given virus particle; it also shows that because membrane fusion is a cooperative process requiring multiple receptor binding events (31), multiple copies of each can be incorporated. In the case of HIV-1, it is estimated that six CCR5 molecules are needed to support membrane fusion (32) and that multiple CD4 molecules are also needed (33). Our results support these conclusions; the 7TM and type I membrane proteins studied here retained their native conformations as judged by their abilities to bind a variety of conformationally sensitive ligands. The presence of bivalent interactions also suggests that there is lateral mobility in the retroviral membrane, providing further evidence that they are a good cell-surface surrogate.

The efficiency with which a protein can be pseudotyped into a virus particle can be influenced by the location and degree of expression and the nature of the cytoplasmic domain of the protein (19, 21, 34). A prerequisite for pseudotype formation with MLV is that the protein of interest be expressed on the cell surface. Potentially, viruses that bud from intracellular compartments could be used to incorporate cellular membranes that reside elsewhere in the cell, although we have not investigated this approach. Alternatively, proteins retained in intracellular organelles could be redirected to the cell surface and incorporated into MLV particles by modifying retention or targeting motifs. There is increasing evidence that some viruses selectively bud from the cell surface through detergent-insoluble lipid rafts (35, 36). Therefore, targeting proteins of interest to lipid rafts...
could, for some virus types, improve pseudotype formation. Once the protein is expressed at the proper location on the cell surface, incorporation efficiency is likely to be related to expression levels. Because high level expression is desirable, we used a transient expression system using a cell type that is easily transfectable as well as being capable of high levels of protein production. In excess of 100,000 CCR5 and CXCR4 molecules are expressed per cell using this approach (12). Pseudotype formation may in some cases be improved by constructing chimeric molecules in which the cytoplasmic domain of a membrane protein is replaced with that of the retroviral Env protein. Shortening a long cytoplasmic region may also improve incorporation into viral pseudotypes by reducing negative interactions between bulky cytoplasmic domains and retroviral gag protein (34). A final factor to consider is the type of virus used. In addition to MLV, other viruses such as vesicular stomatitis virus and HIV can also be used to generate pseudotypes, providing additional options for packaging cellular membrane proteins into virus particles (28, 29).

The use of retroviral pseudotypes as membrane presentation vehicles will make it possible to study ligand interactions with many different cellular membrane proteins using optical biosensors. This approach has interesting implications for drug discovery in which binding of small molecules to 7TM and other membrane receptors could be measured. In our study, attachment of 4,000 to 6,000 RUs of virus particles enabled us to obtain up to several hundred RUs of specific antibody binding. This is considerably in excess of what is needed to obtain accurate kinetic measurements, as accurate responses can be measured well below 100 RU, and even below 10 RU in some cases (24). It has already been demonstrated that it is possible to detect binding of low mass compounds using an optical biosensor (37, 38). Because the signal measured by the optical biosensor is proportional to mass, it is likely that improved attachment of retroviral pseudotypes will be needed to measure binding of small molecular weight compounds. Attachment of larger amounts of pseudotypes should be possible because we endeavored to keep the binding capacity of our surfaces low so as to minimize mass transport effects that could be associated with the high molecular weight ligands that we used (24). The ability to measure binding of small molecules to membrane receptors with an optical biosensor could make this a useful secondary screening tool. Advantages of this approach include the fact that only a small amount of sample is needed and that the ligand does not have to be labeled. The ability of many compounds to bind a given receptor could be rapidly screened, making it possible to identify compounds with desirable association and dissociation kinetics, information not normally available from other screening methods. In the case of HIV-1, this approach should make it possible to directly measure some Env–receptor interactions, providing information on the relationship between Env–receptor affinity and viral tropism and pathogenesis, and also on how small molecule inhibitors interact with the major HIV coreceptors and block Env binding and viral infection.
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